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Abstract. Pixel value ordering (PVO) has been considered as an effective reversible data hiding

method for high embedding capacity and good imperceptibility. This paper proposes a novel reversible

data hiding based on four sorted pixels for improving the conventional PVO method. Three bits will

be embedded into each 4-pixel sub-block without changing the order while the original PVO method

only embeds 2 bits. In case the amount of payload is less than the embedding capacity, flatter blocks

will be prioritized for embedding to improve image quality. To determine the flat of the block, we

use 12 neighborhood pixels of the current block. Only blocks with satisfactory flatness are used for

embedding. The proposed reversible data hiding not only retrieves high capacity but also gets good

imperceptibility. Experimental results also show that the proposed reversible data hiding scheme

outperforms several widely schemes using pixel value ordering method in terms of both image quality

and embedding capacity.

Keywords. Reversible data hiding; Pixel value ordering (PVO).

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview

Nowadays, the security and integrity verification of the data has been a becoming supreme
important problem, especially, data is exchanged through the Internet. To protect data from
tampering various methods and unauthorized access for data hiding like cryptography, hash-
ing, watermarking and authentication have been researched. This paper relates to special
watermarking in the spatial domain that bases on data hiding technique called reversible
data hiding (RDH), the original data and the host image are restored to their original state
also [6]. RDH is used effectively in health, military, security – defense fields [10,16,22]. The
main challenges of RDH are embedding capacity, image quality and computational complex-
ity. The primary approaches are listed by time as follows: lossless compression [4, 9, 27],
difference expansion (DE) [1,3,23,30], integer transform [5,7,29], prediction error expansion
(PEE) [5, 8, 28], histogram shifting (HS) [12–15, 24–26, 31, 32] and pixel value ordering (also
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called PVO) [2, 11, 17–21]. If the lossless compression method has low embedding then DE
is highly capable based on the difference of two pixels. However, the limitation of DE is
the construction of a location map. Integer transform and PEE methods had overcome that
drawback to gain higher embedding capacity. Besides DE, HS methods have been seen as
the price for good performance, reversible data hiding based on the ordering of pixel values
(PVO) has been of great interest. PVO technique reduces pixel changes, contributing to
higher image fidelity. So far, some of the improvements of the PVO method have been pro-
posed to improve their embedding capacity and maintain image quality, most authors use
good image characteristics such as pixel correlation, block textures and region complexity,
etc. PVO method first proposed by Li [18] divides cover image into equal-size noneover-
lapping subblocks. Each subblock is sorted in ascending manner. Next, maximum and
minimum prediction errors are generated by utilizing pixel value order information to embed
one bit into each prediction error that equals one. According to the PVO method, each
block can embed 2 bits maximum and change up to 2 units. The bigger the size of block
is, the better quality of image is. PVO method performs well in the case of low embedding
capacity. The authors of [18] abandoned block that has maximal prediction error or minimal
prediction error equal to zero; If data is embedded into the block that has zero prediction
error then quality image will be better. Obviously, natural images contain a lot of blocks
having zero prediction error. IPVO method in [20] has improved that drawback so both
embedding capacity and quality image of IPVO are higher. There is still room to improve
IPVO. Block having the largest pixel value and the second largest one the same is ignored
by IPVO. This is a waste. In [2] the authors proposed the scheme called PVOK to solve
that. PVOK considered K pixels with the largest (or smallest) pixel values as one unit to
embed one bit of secret data (PVOK method). Therefore, more blocks can be utilized to
embed so the capacity is increased. However, all K pixels are changed to embed only one bit.
This cost is quite expensive. Generalized PVOK (also known as GePVOK method) proposed
by [17] expanded PVOK in order to embed K bits into K largest (smallest) valued pixels.
As a result, the image quality of the GePVOK scheme is greater than the PVOK method.
GePVOK uses two bits to build a location map to overcome overflow (or underflow) as well
to ensure recovery. Then, compressing the location map gets PM and PM is embedded into
the original image. The longer the PM the less embedding capacity for given cover image.
In [11] improved GePVOK (called IGePVOK) by using one bit to build location map conse-
quently the length of location map therefore the compression map is less than the GePVOK
scheme’s. Moreover, the IGePVOK scheme has more blocks used to embed whereas the GeP-
VOK scheme is not so the embedding capacity of IGePVOK is larger than the GePVOK.
But, the drawback of IGePVK is imperceptibility, in some cases to embed 1-bit IGePVOK
has to change 2 units. In [19] is also an improvement of the IPVO method. The maximum
number of embedded bits of the PVO or IPVO method is 2k/(m × n) where m × n is the
subblock size and k is the number of pixels. Thus, the larger the subblock size, the lower the
embedding capacity. TPVO recommends the size of subblocks to be 3×1 or 1×3 for more
subblocks i.e. higher embedding capacity. In [19] also proposed to hide information into high
flatness block, the flatness evaluation is based on 9 pixels of 9 neighborhood blocks of the
block in question. In this paper, we will use simple and effective flat block selection criteria
to select embedded blocks. We also propose an embedding method so that each subblock
with 4 pixels will embed 3 bits to improve embedding ability.
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1.2. Our contribution

Among the PVO development methods, the improved PVO (IPVO) scheme is considered
a more efficient one both in terms of embedding capacity and good image quality. Our paper
tries to improve IPVO to achieve the embedded efficiency and good imperceptibility with
the following improvements:

� Firstly, in order to increase the embedding capacity, we propose to divide subblocks
with size 4 bits that each embed 3 bits instead of a 2-bit embedding block like the
IPVO method. Therefore, our paper can improve the embedding capacity while almost
remaining the quality of the embedded images.

� Secondly, to control the quality of the embedded images, we propose the method to
select the suitable blocks for secret information embedding. Therefore, we can improve
the quality of the image containing the secret information.

� Thirdly, the selected flat blocks for embedding information are found in a simple but
effective method, thereby, we also can reduce the computational complexity.

1.3. Roadmap

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works. The
proposed embedding and extracting procedure are presented and proved in Section 3. In
Section 4, the experimental results are reported in detail. Final conclusion of this paper is
shown in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS

2.1. Pixel value ordering method (PVO)

PVO was first proposed by Li et al. [18] in 2013 and evaluated as a method with high
embedding capacity with good image quality, so there have been many extended schemes
based on it. According to PVO, the original image is divided into non-overlapped blocks.
Next, for each given block with n pixels (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is sorted in ascending order to get
the sequence (x′σ(1), x

′
σ(2), . . . , x

′
σ(n)), where σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} is one – one mapping

and x′σ(1) ≤ x′σ(2) ≤ . . . ≤ x′σ(n)). Then, the largest prediction error dmax and smallest
prediction error dmin are calculated by the formula below

dmax = xσ(n) − xσ(n−1),

dmin = xσ(1) − xσ(2).

After that, the secret data b is embedded by the following formula

d′max =


dmax, if dmax = 0
dmax + b, if dmax = 1
dmax + 1, if dmax > 1,

(1)
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d′min =


dmin, if dmin = 0
dmin − b, if dmin = −1
dmin − 1, if dmin < −1.

(2)

At last, a stego pixel sequence (x′σ(1), x′σ(2), . . . , x′σ(n)) is determined as follows

x′σ(n) = xσ(n−1) + d′max,

x′σ(1) = xσ(2) + d′min. (3)

After applying the above steps, the embedded image is obtained. It is easy to find that,
all pixel values in the block remain unchanged in the embedding phase except the largest
and smallest pixel values. The largest pixel values may become larger and the smallest pixel
values get smaller after applying equation (3). Therefore, the order of pixel values in the
block remains unchanged. Based on such a feature, the secret data and the host image can
be easily restored.

2.2. Improved PVO scheme (IPVO)

IPVO [20] is an improvement of PVO in that it uses zero prediction error for embedding.
Obviously, blocks that have many pixels with the largest or smallest value (dmax = 0, or
dmin = 0), especially natural images. PVO ignores such blocks while IPVO uses them for
information embedding. That is reason embedding capacity of the IPVO method is higher
than that of the PVO method.

Similar to the PVO method, the original image is divided into none-overlapped blocks.
Next, for each given block with n pixels (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is sorted in ascending order to
get the sequence (x′σ(1), x′σ(2), . . . , x′σ(n)). Then, indexes u and v are calculated by using
formula below

u = min(σ(n), σ(n− 1)), v = max(σ(n), σ(n− 1)).

Next, dmax is computed as following formula

dmax = xu − xv. (4)

Embedding into the largest pixels is computed as formula bellows: if dmax = 1 or 0 then
x′σ(n) = xσ(n) + b else x′σ(n) = xσ(n) + 1. Embedding into the smallest pixels is determined

as formula follows: if dmim = 1 or 0 then x′σ(n) = xσ(n) − b else x′σ(n) = xσ(n) − 1, where

dmin = xs–xt, s = min(σ(1), σ(2)), t = max(σ(1), σ(2)).

To solve over/underflow problem, both PVO and IPVO methods use the location map
to mark blocks whether embedding or not. The block is marked by 1 if it contains at least a
pixel value 0 or equal 255, otherwise, the block is labeled by 0. The blocks with 1 label will
be ignored for embedding data because they can cause over/underflow.
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2.3. B.Ou et al.’ scheme (PVOK)

The PVO scheme ignores blocks with dmax = 0 (or dmin = 0). In flat images, especially
natural images with many blocks, this property is satisfied, but it is not used for embedding.
This limited the embedded capacity. Ou et al. (called PVOK) [2] overcomes the above
limitation by considering all the largest (or smallest) valued pixels as a unit, consequently.
According to the method of PVOK, there are more blocks to be embedded than that in
previous schemes. Assume that the current block has K largest pixel values and the ordered
sequence is

xπ(1) ≤ xπ(2)· ≤ xπ(s−K) ≤ xπ(s−K=+1) = · · · = xπ(m×n)

.

The prediction error of the largest pixels is computed as below formula

dmax = xπ(m×n) − xπ(m×n−K)

If K = 1 then PVOK becomes IPVO. If dmax equals 1 or 0 the secret data is hidden
into the current block similar to the way of IPVO. That means, K largest valued pixels are
modified. Obviously, the block is not used in IPVO but in contrast with PVOK hence the
embedding capacity of PVOK is higher than IPVO. However, the image quality of PVOK is
not as good as IPVO because the PVOK scheme has to change K bits to embed much more
bit information, so this scheme is not appreciated.

2.4. Pan and Gao’ scheme (TPVO)

According to PVO as well as IPVO scheme, each subblock can be embedded maximum 2
bits. Thus, the more blocks, the more embedding capacity. In [19], the authors proposed to
divide the subblock with size of 3 pixels for that purpose. The scheme used the reversible data
hiding technique of the IPVO scheme. That means two bits can be embedded at the minimum
and maximum prediction error. In order to improve the image quality, they proposed to
hide information into high flatness block. The flatness calculation formula is based on the
correlation of 8 adjacent sub-blocks. In addition, TPVO considered merging contiguous
sub-blocks which by themselves are not able to embedding, but the block after merging can
embed data to improve embedding capacity. The flatness of the block is calculated as follows

δ =

√√√√ 1∑8
i=1

1
di

×
8∑

i=1

1

di
(Pi − P )2, (5)

where δ is complexity of the current subblock, P, P1, . . . , P8 are the value of pixel middle
pixels of eight neighborhood blocks as shown in Figure 1, di is the Euclidean distance between
Pi and P .

Subblock with the size of 3 pixels is represented as vertical type or horizontal type as
Figure 2. The correlation of the image block based on the nearest point will gain better
interoperability. In this paper, we propose the evaluation method based on the flatness of
the block 12 neighboring points. The formula calculates the flatness also simpler methods.
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Figure 1: Complexity-computation method

Figure 2: Type of subblock

3. OUR PROPOSED REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING SCHEME

According to PVO method, maximum two bits can be embedded into each block. There-
fore, in this method, the larger the block size, the lower the embedding capacity is achieved.
If the block has 3× 3 pixels of size, the maximum embedding is 2 bits, hence the embedding
capacity is 2/3 of image size. Our paper proposes dividing the block size of 4 pixels, combin-
ing 1 pixel element with 3 remaining pixels to get 3 pairs, 1 bit can be embedded into each
pair. Therefore, there 3 bits can be embedded into one block. that means the embedding
capacity of the proposed scheme is 3/4 image size. For images that embed very little secret
data compared to the embedding capacity, we select the high flatness blocks for embedding
to increase image quality. The next, we propose how to calculate the flatness of a block.

3.1. Determining the flatness of the block

Li et. al. [18] showed that the higher the flatness of the embedding, the better the image
quality of the schema. They compute flatness based on the difference between the largest
value and the second smallest value in the block. The correlation of a block that has more
pixels is better, so we use two rows and one column of the current block to evaluate the
flatness instead of two values as [18]. The Figure 3 illustrated the current block flatness
(white area). The diagonal area is the neighborhood pixels for judging the flatness of the
current block.

Suppose F is the flatness of sub-block Ii (white region), F is calculated using the following

Figure 3: Illustration of the flatness of a block
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formula

F (Ii) =

√√√√ 12∑
i=1

(ci − avg)2, (6)

where avg =
∑12

i=1 ci, ci is pixel in diagonal region.

The diagonal region is called the flatness context of the white region. Because in the
nature images, almost adjacent pixels have very small differences, so that, if the flatness
context is flat, the visited block has a high flat rate. F (Ii) is a parameter that determines
the difference between adjacent pixels. The smaller F (Ii) is, the flatter a block is.

In this paper, we use a threshold to define the flatness of a block. This threshold is
calculated such that the cover image can embed all of the secret messages and the threshold
is the smallest. This threshold is defined by iterating process determining the condition for
which block is selected for embedding. Assuming the loop stops at the value θ, that means,
the block Ii will be used to embed the message if F (Ii) ≤ θ.

3.2. Determining the location map and compressed location map

In many reversible data hiding methods, a location map is used to determine which blocks
are assigned to accommodate secret data and which blocks are ignored.

The blocks that cause underflow/overflow will be skipped and be marked 1 in the location
map. So, the location map is constructed as follows

LM(Ii) =

{
1, if ∃ x1 ∈ {0, 1, 254, 255},
0, otherwise.

(7)

So, the length of the location map is equal to the number of blocks of the image. To
decrease the size of the location map, a compressing algorithm is used. In this paper, we use
the Run Length algorithm for compressing the location map.

This algorithm is very simple, first, counting the consecutive alike elements, then we get
an array that contains these numbers for each change. Choosing the max number of this
array to define the length of each changed element. The compressed location map includes
the first bit and the above number array in max-bit. For example x = [11000011111] we will
get an array y = [245], the max number is 5, 5 is presented in three bits, the first bit is 1,
the compressed array of x is 1010100101.

In this paper, we improve the Run Length compress algorithm in cases:

Case 1: x has only one value 0 (or 1), we only marked this case, and the size of the
compressed location map is zero.

Case 2: x has only one different bit in the first or bottom, we only marked this case, and
the size of the compress location map is zero.

Case 3: x has one different bit in the middle of x, we only save the location of the different
bit.

In other cases, we follow the algorithm that is explained above.

When applying Run-length algorithm on some images in Section 4, the length of compress
location map of (a), (b), (c),(d), (f), (g) equal zero, and (e), (h) equal 51. So that, with these
examples, the length of compress location map is very small if compare with capacity.
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3.3. Embedding and extracting algorithm in a block

3.3.1. Embedding in a block

Input: A original block with sized 2×2, three secret bits. Output: A stego block. Firstly,
sorting Ii to get an array denoted by (xπ(1), xπ(2), xπ(3), xπ(4)). Next, we survey three pairs
(xπ(1), xπ(3)), (xπ(2), xπ(3)), (xπ(3), xπ(4)) for embedding.

Case 1: Embedding secret data into (xπ(1), xπ(3)), (xπ(2), xπ(3)). For simplicity we
present the embedding into the pair (xπ(1), xπ(3)), embedding into pixel pair (xπ(2), xπ(3))
is performed similar. Error prediction is computed by using the following formula

d = xπ(1) − xπ(3).

Case 1.1: If d < −1 then decreasing xπ(1) one unit and no secret data is hidden.

Case 1.2: If d = −1 and (π(1) > π(3)) then the secret data b is embedded as the formula
below

x′π(1) = xπ(1) − b.

Otherwise

x′π(1) = xπ(1) − 1.

Case 1.3: If d = 0 then the secret data b is embedded as the formula below

x′π(1) = xπ(1) − b.

Case 2: Embedding the secret data into (xπ(3), xπ(4)). Error prediction is computed by
using following formula

d = xπ(4) − xπ(3).

Case 2.1: If d > 1 then increase xπ(4) one unit and no secret data is hidden.

Case 2.2: If d = 1 and (π(4) > π(3)) then the secret data b is embedded as the formula
below

x′π(4) = xπ(1) + b.

Otherwise

x′π(4) = xπ(1) + 1.

Case 2.3: If d = 0 then the secret data is embedded as the formula below

x′π(4) = xπ(4) + b.

Afterward, we get (x′π(1), x′π(2), x′π(3), x′π(4)) without changing the order in which x′π(3) =
xπ(3).

3.3.2. Extracting and restoring in a block

Firstly sorting I ′i to get array denoted by (x′π(1), x′π(2), x′π(3), x′π(4)). Next, we restore
the secret data and the host image as below.

Case 1: Restoring secret data from (x′π(1), x′π(3)), (x′π(2), x′π(3)). Restoring the secret

data from (x′π(1), x
′
π(3)) is similar to restoring from array (x′π(2), x

′
π(3)). Restoring the secret
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data from (x′π(1), x
′
π(3)) is described below. Firstly, error prediction is computed by using the

following formula

d′ = x′π(1) − x′π(3).

Case 1.1: If d′ < −2 then the original image is restored as the following formula

xπ(1) = x′π(1) + 1.

Case 1.2: If d′ = −2 and π(1) > π(3) then the secret data b equals to 1, the host image
is extracted as formula below

xπ(1) = x′π(1) + 1.

Otherwise, no secret data is restored and the original image is computed

xπ(1) = x′π(1) + 1.

Case 1.3: If d′ = −1 and (π(1) > π(3)) then secret data b equals to 0, the host image is
extracted as the formula below

xπ(1) = x′π(1).

If π(1) < π(3) then secret data b equals to 1, the host image is extracted as the formula
below

xπ(1) = x′π(1) + 1.

Case 1.4: If d′ = −1 then secret data b equals to 0, the host image is extracted as the
formula below

xπ(1) = x′π(1).

Case 2: Restoring secret data from (x′π(3), x′π(4)). Error prediction is computed by using
the following formula:

d′ = x′π(4) − x′π(3).

Case 2.1: If d′ > 2 then the original pixel is gotten by decreasing x′π(4) one unit and no
secret data is hidden.

Case 2.2: If d′ = 2 : If π′(4) > π′(3) then secret data bit is 1 otherwise we get bit 0. The
original pixel is extracted for d′ = 2 as the formula below

xπ(4) = x′π(4) − 1.

Case 2.3: If π′(4) > π′(3) then secret data bit is 1 and original pixel is gotten by
decreasing x′π(4) one unit. Otherwise, the secret data bit is 0 and original pixel equals to

x′π(4) (xπ(4) = x′π(4)).

Case 2.4: If d′ = 0 we extract bit 0 and the original pixel is restored as the formula below

x′π(4) = xπ(4).
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Figure 4: The flowchart of the embedding procedure

3.4. Embedding procedure

This section describes the embedding procedure in detail. Figure 4 shows the process of
the embedding procedure.

Input: cover image I, payload B, threshold θ.

Output: stego image I ′.

Step 1: Image partition.

We use 2 bottom rows and 2 right columns for context prediction. The remaining original
image (called I) is used for embedding as follows.

The cover image I is divided into blocks sized 2× 2 from top to bottom and left to right
with 4 pixels denoted by Ii = (x1, x2, x3, x4).

Step 2: Location map construction: Location map LM is built and compressed in a
lossless way to get a compressed map denoted by CM based on Subsection 3.2.

Step 3: Specifies the to-be-embed data and auxiliary information: The auxiliary for
extracting secret data and restoring original image is in Table 1. Denote extraLSB =
LSBof(16 + 24 + 24 + size(CM)) (64 + size(CM)) pixels which are used for embed-
ding started-block position information, threshold, size(CM) and CM by LSB method.
(size(CM) is size of CM). So, the embedded data includes B and extraLSB: P =
B + extraLSB. Note that, the extraLSB must be embedded before B.

Table 1: The auxiliary information

Content size

1 The started-block position for embedding (SB)

extraLSB (see below)

16

2 The size of CM 24

3 The threshold 24

4 The compress location map size(CM)

Step 4: Data embedding.

Embedding array of bits P into I by browsing each bock Ii as below:
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If LM(Ii) = 1, ignore this block, the stego block is the same original block.
If LM(Ii) = 0 and Ii is smooth ((F (Ii) ≤ θ, θ is computed in Subsection 3.1) then

embedding bit by bit from B into Ii blocks according to embedding algorithm in Subsection
3.3.1. Note that save the position of the block which embed the end of B (plus 1 for started-
block position for embedding extraLSB).

To get extraLSB by taking (64+size(CM)) LSB of the first pixels of the image, continue
embedding extraLSB into the remaining block until the end of P or all blocks are visited.

Step 5: Embedding all of the auxiliary information starts from the first pixel by the LSB
method to get the stego image.

3.5. Recovering procedure

This section describes the extracting procedure in detail. Figure 5 shows the process of
the extracting procedure.

Figure 5: The flowchart of the extracting procedure

Input: Stego image I ′.
Output: Cover image I, payload B.
The extracting procedure is an inversion of the embedding process, the details of extract-

ing are shown below.
Step 1: Extracting the auxiliary information from LSB of (64 + size(CM)) first pixels

to get started-block position information, threshold θ and CM.
Uncompress CM to get LM.
Step 2: Extract secret data and restore the cover image.
Browsing each block I ′i of stego image I ′ (Note that 2 bottom rows and 2 right columns

for context prediction). Extracting the embedded data P and restoring I according to the
following algorithm:

First, The stego image is divided into blocks of 4 pixels like the embedding process. From
the bottom to top, right to left, with each block Ii, there is a marked value LM(I ′i) in LM .

Visiting block by block, considering correspondingly LM(I ′i) of it.
If LM(I ′i) = 1 or F (I ′i) > θ, xi = x′i and no secret data is restored.
If LM(I ′i) = 0 and Ii is smooth (F (I ′i) ≤ θ) then extra and restore as follow sequence:
Extracting extraLSB first from the bottom block to the SB block according to ex-

tracting and restoring algorithm in Subsection 3.3.2. Embedding all extraLBS bits into
(64 + size(CM)) first pixels of image by LSB method.
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Table 2: Comparison in term of the max capacity

Image (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) Average

PVO 10947 7296 8947 21447 48389 24192 32108 13211 20817

IPVO 16553 35799 12584 25149 89366 26735 38713 13730 32329

PVOK 15317 9076 11995 24298 76737 27414 38952 1420 25651

TPES 17748 43129 13948 27061 109374 28975 44476 14441 37394

Proposed 18708 43941 14247 28098 112401 29386 45264 15369 38427

Continuing extracting secret bits and restoring the cover blocks.

At the end of this Step, we get B and I which contain all of restoring blocks.

from I, get the cover image.

Note that, we can completely fix xπ(2) to replace xπ(3) in the above reversible data hiding
algorithm to investigate embedding for a given image. The fixed point for embedding is
higher, then the algorithm will select it for the embedding schema.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use the images sized 512×512 as in Figure 6 to compare the embedding capacity and
image quality of our proposed methods with the related schemes. The maximum embedding
capacity is shown in Table 2, the image quality in the case of maximum embedding is
expressed in Table 3.

Figure 6: Standard test images

Table 2 shows that the proposed method embeds more 17610, 6098, 12776 , 1033 bits than
PVO, IPVO, PVOK and TPES methods respectively. Embedding ability of the proposed
is highest in comparison with related works. That means, selecting block size with 2 × 2
obtains maximal embedding capacity. It is easy to understand because there are more created
prediction errors to embed data.In particular, the embedding technique of the proposed
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Table 3: PSNR of the watermarked images in maximal embedding case

Image (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) Average

PVO 54.22 52.51 53.14 51.12 55.80 52.15 52.62 51.62 52.90

IPVO 52.49 54.67 52.40 51.58 52.99 51.61 51.84 51.37 52.37

PVOK 51.30 50.24 50.24 51.24 51.35 51.23 51.17 51.15 50.99

TPES 56.42 54.24 47.47 50.51 49.07 50.00 50.546 50.339 51.07

Proposed 50.36 49.86 50.07 49.71 50.87 49.72 53.896 54.136 51.08

method makes it possible to embed 3 bits in a block instead of 2 bits like the previous
methods.

Next, we use PSNR to evaluate the imperceptibility of the proposed scheme and several
widely PVO based reversible data hiding in maximal embedding case. PSNR is calculated
by using the following Equation (8)

PSNR = 10 log10
2552

MSE
, (8)

where the mean square error (MSE) between the original and embedded image is defined
as

MSE =
1

M ×N

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

(I(i, j)− I ′(i, j))2, (9)

where M ×N is the size of the image, I(i, j) and I ′(i, j) are the pixel value at position (i, j)
of the host image and the embedded image, respectively.

The experimental result is show in Table 3. The higher PSNR is, the better quality
image is. Table 3 shows that, although the number of embedding bits of the proposed
scheme is more 17610, 6098, 12776 , 1033 bits than the PVO, IPVO, PVOK and TPES
schemes respectively, the image quality of the proposed schema is almost equivalent to the
related schemes.

Next, we test the image quality of schemes when embedding the same payload. The test
results are shown in the following Figure 7.

The smaller the number of embedded bits, the better the image quality of the proposed
scheme is compared to the related schemes. In general, the proposed scheme gains the best
image quality in most cases.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present novel reversible data hiding methods based on pixel value
ordering. By dividing the host image into 4-pixel subblocks to create 3 error prediction pairs
to embed 3 bits per block. As a result, the embedding capacity of the proposed schemes is
higher than the original scheme. In this article, we also use a simple method to evaluate
the flatness of blocks. Secret data will be embedded into flatter blocks to improve image
quality therefore the proposed scheme not only has higher embedding capacity but also gains
better imperceptibility. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme is much higher
performance than the related works in terms of both embedding ability and image quality.
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Figure 7: Comparisons in terms of quality image between methods
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